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CONTENT INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Monumental MK, the tour of monuments and 
Brutalist Architecture of North Macedonia!
As part of the Balkan Monumental Trail, this route 
combines the forgotten heritage of monuments built in the 
period of socialism with the unique brutalist architecture 
created in this area during this period. While touring you 
will have the possibility to encounter thirty locations in 
Skopje and several cities in our country, some of which 
are located near the highway A1 (“Friendship”) which 
makes them an ideal place for a road break. In order to 
fully experience these locations, a printed guide, a mobile 
application and a website remain at your disposal. 

Help us preserve and promote this architectural heritage 
and its authenticity by sharing your impressions on the 
social media, but also discover our new souvenirs created 
for adventurers like you.

Enjoy this tour!
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SKOPJE
THE CAPITAL OF BRUTALIST ARCHITECTURE

“Skopje is not a movie, it is not a thriller in which we 
sense the main event. It is a concentration of human 
struggle with nature, but also a result that inspires a 
new struggle, not acceptance of defeats”. Jean Paul 
Sartre, 1963.

On July 26, 1963, the capital of our country 
suffered an unprecedented disaster. Skopje was hit 
by a catastrophic earthquake that killed more than 
1,000 people and destroyed more than 65% of the 
buildings in the capital.
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The earthquake was a turning point in the city’s 
development. Very soon the reconstruction of the 
city began, in which a large number of buildings and 
monuments were built in modern architecture. At 
the announced bid for the reconstruction of Skopje 
(1965), the renown Japanese architect Kenzo Tange 
won the first prize, while the second prize was won 
by R. Mishevic and F. Venkler. Their teams along 
with many other architects, worked on Skopje’s 
final design. In Tange’s plans, two main structures, 
the City Gate (which was supposed to cover all 
communications, business operations and transport) 
and the City Wall (as a residential part of the city), 
were defined. His plans included the City Wall and 
the Transport Center.

The renovation of the city gave a chance to many 
young domestic and foreign architects who created 
authentic architectural solutions for buildings and 
monuments. Many of the new buildings were built 
in Brutalist Architectural style through massive 
conspicuously evident constructions and visible raw 
materials, built of natural concrete and in some 
cases a combination of brick and natural concrete. A 
significant number of these buildings were targeted 
by the controversial project “Skopje 2014”, a project 
which replaced the facades of the buildings with new 
ones in neoclassical and baroque style in the capital, 
and unfortunately, several buildings have lost their 
authentic appearance forever.

In the past few years, especially among foreign 
tourists, there has been interest in this type of 
architecture along with the specific monumental 
architecture of the socialist period in the capital 
and throughout the country. It is this tour that 
is an attempt to attract tourists to the forgotten 
architectural heritage, but also to remind them that 
Skopje deserves the epithet - the Capital of Brutalist 
Architecture.
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UL. NIKOLA KAREV 20, SKOPJE
41.990649, 21.445378 

The old railway station located in the center of the 
city (today’s Museum of the City of Skopje) started 
operating in 1940 and was one of the oldest railway 
stations in the Balkans. After the catastrophic 
earthquake of 1963, in which among other 
constructions it was also damaged, the development 
of a new plan for the city began.

The author of this building is the Japanese architect 
Kenzo Tange (1913-2005). The building is located 
1 km from the center of Skopje. It is as well a part 
of the mega structure “City Gate” which did not 
experience its complete realization.

The railway station is built as an above-ground 
structure, with 10 tracks, placed on a massive 
concrete bridge with a length of 1450 meters. It is 
interesting to stress that this is the largest bridge 
construction in the country, but also a great example 
of the Brutalist Architecture in the capital. 
The new railway station was built between 1971 
and 1981, and the first train arrived at the Transport 
Center on July 27, 1981.
Today the Transport Center encompasses the 
Railway, Intercity and City Bus Station.

KENZO TANGE 
TRANSPORT CENTRE
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BUL. GOCE DELCEV 6, SKOPJE
41.997946, 21.439237

The National and University Library “St. Kliment 
Ohridski ”- Skopje (NUBSK) is located in the center 
of the city, on the left side of the river Vardar, near 
the University “Ss. Cyril and Methodius”. 

The library was established by a decision of ASNOM 
in 1944. The library building was destroyed along 
with part of the housed books after which the library 
was transferred to prefabricated buildings serving 
specific purposes. The new NUBSK building was 
officially opened on December 27, 1971.
The architect of this building is Petar Mulichkoski 
(1929), a famous Macedonian architect and a 
professor at the Faculty of Architecture. He is the 
winner of the award “Andreja Damjanov” for lifetime 
achievement.

The skeleton frame of the construction is made of 
reinforced concrete forming porches and verandas, 
covering the facade surface in plaster and colourful 
combinations inspired by historical events. This 
building is characterized by an outstanding 
functionality and is an explicit example of a Brutalist 
Architecture in the capital. It is made of natural 
concrete with visible application of ornaments taken 
from the architectural tradition enabling effective 
communication of the past with the presence rarely 
seen in the Contemporary Macedonian architecture.

NATIONAL AND 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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BUL. KRSTE MISIRKOV 2, SKOPJE
41.996357, 21.441803

One other important building in the Macedonian 
contemporary architecture is the MANU building- 
Academy of Arts and Sciences of the Republic of 
North Macedonia located on the left side of the river 
Vardar close to the Court Palace.

It is built in 1976.

Its architect is Boris Chipan (1918-2012), one of the 
most famous Macedonian architects and a former 
full time professor at the Faculty of Architecture. He 
is well known for his numerous architectural projects 
in the country as well as his conservatory work. 
This building is an impressive architectural 
achievement under the great influence of the 
Brutalist Architecture. According to Prof. Tokarev, 
the link between space and time of the building and 
its secondary plastic intertwine creating a perfect 
association to the traditional national architecture. 
Modern porches, verandas and rib-like slanted 
roofing surface contribute to this link. This building 
houses a number of small and one big conference 
room, a library, a reading room, sculpture garden 
etc.

MANU
THE MOST AWARDED CONSTRUCTION
BY THE ARCHITECT BORIS CHIPAN
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It is the most award-winning Chipan’s building, 
awarded with the most prestigious Yugoslav 
architectural prize “Borba” (1977).

Boris Chipan states for his own work: “It is futile 
to look for analogies in contents. The Academy 
is a monument of the contemporary and ensuing 
Macedonian science and art. I think of a fortress and 
it feels immensely cold. The colorful decoration of 
the Byzantine church would be pure demagoguery. 
I reject all concrete analogies and indulge in: the 
urge, overburden already with numerous encounters 
with the historic architecture. And when the work 
is done, I discover that in the monastery lodgings, 
St. Jovan Bigorski, the old Macedonian craftsman, 
created an impressive monumental appeal in 
chestnut tree. I discern “a loggia neither in heaven 
nor on earth” from the folk tales, and in the interior, 
instead of the cold emptiness of the feudal palace, 
the warm intimacy of the patriarchal Macedonian 
home”.
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PARK MKC, SKOPJE
41.997087, 21.442618

Memorial House - the Museum of the National 
Liberation War and the Revolution - is located in the 
center of Skopje in the park between MANU and the 
Court Palace. The facility opened on September
28, 1981.

This was the location of the house where the leaders 
of the Provincial Committee of the Communist Party 
of Yugoslavia for Macedonia met during World War 
II. Among other things, here in the spring of 1941, 
the decision was made that Macedonian people 
should start an armed uprising. The building was 
erected in memory of these significant events in 
World War II.

The architects of this building are the former 
professor at the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje, 
Aleksandar Nikoljski (1937 - 2018) and Vladimir 
Pota, an architect from Skopje.

This building is often listed in the examples of 
modern architecture from Skopje, especially in 
foreign publications.

MEMORIAL HOUSE
THE MUSEUM OF THE NATIONAL LIBERA-
TION WAR AND THE REVOLUTION
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This construction is located on the left side of 
the river Vardar and is one of the most beautiful 
buildings in the capital.

As part of the post-earthquake reconstruction of 
the downtown area, in 1967 a competition was 
announced for preparation of an architectural-urban 
solution of the Cultural Center on the quay of the 
river Vardar. More than 40 architectural plans were 
submitted for the competition, and the first prize 
was awarded to “Bureau 77” from Ljubljana, to 
the authors Shtefan Kacin, Jurij Princess, Bogdan 
Splinder and Marijan Urshikj.

Casper David Friedrich’s painting “Sea of Ice” is 
thought to be the inspiration for the exterior of the 
building. The building has a cascading shape, which 
adds certain dynamics to the space.

“SEA OF ICE”
IN THE HEART OF SKOPJE
NATIONAL OPERA AND BALLET 

BUL. GOCE DELCEV 4 
41.997420, 21.436233
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Its exterior complements the orthogonal new 
buildings located in the immediate vicinity. The 
front of the NOB opens to a square that unites the 
surrounding buildings and forms a connection with 
the river, the other side of the city and its visitors. 
The building is a massive constructive system (load-
bearing concrete walls) with white facade finishes. 
It includes a Great Hall housing over 700 seats, a 
lobby, as well as spatial capacities for visitors,
for preparation and performance of arts.

The construction of the building was completed in 
1979. The complex today includes: Music and Ballet 
School, Komercijalna Banka, Philharmonic
Orchestra etc.

The National Opera and Ballet has been the center 
of Skopje’s cultural life for more than 40 years.
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KEJ 13 NOEMVRI, SKOPJE
41.994988, 21.434913 

The City Shopping Center (GTC) is located in the city 
center, on the right side of the Vardar River.
During the 1960s, the idea of building a larger 
shopping mall in the city center began to develop. 
During this period, Skopje’s image as a regional 
center enhanced. The catastrophic consequence 
of the earthquake contributed to the idea of 
developing a regional shopping mall, resulting in its 
final approval in 1966. The plan included catering, 
commercial and craft shops. In 1967 a general 
Yugoslav design competition was announced. Out 
of 23 received architectural plans, the work of the 
famous architect Zhivko Popovski (1934 - 2007) 
was selected (in collaboration with Z. Gelevski, L. 
Markovska, T. Arsovski and others). For this building, 
Popovski received the state award “October 11”.
The construction officially commenced on October 
11, 1969, and it was put into official use
on April 27, 1973.

MARGARET THATCHER
AND I VISITING THE GTC
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GTC is recognizable for the freedom of movement it 
offers by connecting the park “Woman Fighter” with 
the quay of the river Vardar, and 70% of its area is 
open, public space. It is made as a prefabricated 
type building, with steel construction and lightweight 
prefabricated concrete panels. Due to its openness, 
the original architectural solutions and the 
integration of the existing five residential towers built 
before the earthquake, you can hardly even feel the 
size of the building as you move through it.
It is interesting to note that during the first official 
visit of the British Prime Minister to Yugoslavia, in 
September 1980 Margaret Thatcher visited Skopje as 
well, and in the GTC she met with the citizens of our 
capital.

It should be emphasized that within the project 
“Skopje 2014” it was planned for this building 
to have a baroque facade. The citizens of the 
Municipality of Centar and Skopje, with several 
initiatives, including “I love GTC”, managed to save 
this building.

The City Shopping Center is a cultural icon and one 
of the most recognizable buildings in the city of 
Skopje and the modern Macedonian architecture.
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Monuments honouring women as fighters in the 
People’s Liberation War have been erected in 
several places in the country. Many women have 
joined the partisan movement. Officially, 5,752 
women participated in the National Liberation War, 
about 300 of them were killed, 7 were declared 
national heroes, and 141 women were awarded a 
special military decoration of the SFRY, a Partisans’ 
Memorial Medal 1941.

This monument is a resemblance of the latter, 
located in the park known as the Woman’s Park 
between the Parliament and the City Shopping 
Center in Skopje. It was built of marble and was 
inaugurated on Women’s Day, March 8, 1970.
The author of this monument is Boro Mitrikeski 
(1927 - 2018), a Macedonian sculptor and a former 
member of the Academy of Sciences and Arts (MANU).

THE MONUMENT

“WOMAN FIGHTER”
IN THE WOMAN’S PARK 

PARK ZENA BOREC, SKOPJE
41.993703, 21.434099 
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BUL. VMRO BB, SKOPJE
41.998384, 21.429818

The Telecommunication center is located in the 
center of Skopje and is one of the most important 
buildings built in the period of post-earthquake 
reconstruction of the capital.
The author of this building is the Macedonian 
architect Jordan Konstantinov (1926) known for 
his brutalist style. He is the author of several other 
buildings in Skopje in a similar style: the Medical 
School, the High School “Nikola Karev”, the 
Protestant Church, as well as buildings in the United 
States, Sweden, etc.
 
The project commenced in October 1968 and by 
1972 it was developed in three variations. The 
project was completed in several phases. In the first 
one, the Tower (height of 7 floors) and the block 
(height of 4 floors) housing the telecommunication 
equipment were built.

TELECOMMUNICATION
CENTRE

THE SYMBOL OF THE BRUTALISM
IN THE CAPITAL
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After that the “Counter hall” was built, which is 
located on the west side, near the boulevards 
“Goce Delchev” and “Ilinden”. It is recognizable 
by its circular shape and is a complement to the 
figurative game of the elements - the vertical line 
of the telecommunication tower, the rectangular 
telecommunication block and the planned 
administrative building (in a square shape). Murals 
were set up in the hall with motifs from the National 
Liberation War designed by the famous Macedonian 
academic painter Borko Lazeski (1917-1993). These 
were destroyed in a fire in 2013.

The telecommunication center is built in natural 
concrete. Facade canvases lay out wide strokes, 
and concrete surfaces are explicitly shown. 
Popularly known as the Skopje “Post Office”, the 
Telecommunications Center is one of the most 
successful local interpretations of the brutalist 
narrative and a symbol of Skopje’s modern 
architecture. The biggest part of residents in Skopje 
consider this center to be the pride of the city and a 
building ahead of its time.

The model of this building was also presented at the 
exhibition “Towards the concrete utopia: Architecture 
in Yugoslavia, 1948 - 1980” at the Museum of 
Modern Art (MOMA) in New York in the period 2018 
- 2019, as well as at many other exhibitions around 
the world.
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The monument is located on the east side of the 
Government building.

The capital was liberated on November 13, 1944 
(World War II), this date being marked as Skopje’s 
Liberation Day. This monument was erected in 1955, 
thus paying tribute to its liberators.
This monumental composition consists of 7 
sculptures. Leading figure of the composition is 
a fighter with a rifle in his hand encouraging the 
fighters to attack. He is followed by a woman and a 
child carrying weapons in their hands, determined to 
fight. Next is a fighter holding a wounded comrade 
with one hand and throwing a bomb with the other, 
then a dying fighter holding a flag with his last 
strength. Finally, a young man is shown pulling a 
weapon from his belt, preparing to attack.
The sculptures are made of bronze and are of a 
supernatural size.

The author of this monument is the Croatian painter 
and sculptor Ivan Mirkovic (1893 - 1988).

It is one of the most popular monuments of this 
period in Skopje. The monument is in excellent 
condition and events of different nature are regularly 
held in this area.

IN MEMORY OF THE 
LIBERATORS OF SKOPJE

BOUL. ILINDEN 2, SKOPJE
41.999915, 21.429107
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The Catholic Church is another example of the 
modern architecture of Skopje created during the 
1970s. The building is located in the center of 
the capital on the boulevard “Mitropolit Teodosij 
Gologanov”.

The old Catholic Cathedral of the Sacred Heart 
of Jesus was built in 1902 and was located at 
“Macedonia” str. It was destroyed in the earthquake, 
after which the construction of a new facility began. 
The church was designed in 1973 and built between 
1975 and 1977. The designers of the building were 
Blagoja Micevski (1931 - 2002) and Slavko Gjuric 
(1931 - 1980). During his working life, Blagoja 
Micevski created various buildings, and participated 
in many competitions in the field of architecture and 
urbanism. When creating the conceptual design, 
the designers use a free plastic expression with soft 
curved lines, in a similar way Kenzo Tange did in St. 
Mary’s Church in Tokyo.

Blagoja Micevski received a Golden Plaque from the 
Vatican for this facility. He is also the winner of the 
“Andreja Damjanov” Lifetime Achievement Award.
During his pastoral visit to our country on May 7, 
2019, Pope Francis had an ecumenical and inter-
religious meeting with the youth in the courtyard 
of the Cathedral. On that occasion, he stressed, “It 
gives me great hope seeing young people removing 
previously set labels and no longer enduring the 
divisions of the past and the present, moving further 
beyond that.”

POPE FRANCIS VISITS 
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

UL. PETAR POP ARSOV 47, SKOPJE
41.994939, 21.417873 
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This building houses the Archive in Skopje, which is 
a unit of the State Archive of the Republic of North 
Macedonia. Established in 1952, the role of this 
institution is to protect archive material in the area of 
Skopje and its surroundings. The building is located 
at the corner of Partizanski Odredi Boulevard and 
Moskovska Street.

The architect of the building is the famous 
Macedonian architect and professor Georgi 
Konstantinovski (1930). Professor Konstantinovski 
holds a master’s degree from Yale University and is 
the author of a number of buildings in brutalist style 
in the country, including the student boarding house 
in Skopje, “Goce Delchev”.

The building dates back to 1967 and is one of the 
first modern-style buildings constructed after the 
earthquake in Skopje. It surprises with its clarity and 
pure style and is a kind of a sculpture in the urban 
space, made in natural concrete. The architectural 
composition of the building is made of low and 
high gabarite. The low gabarite is designed by 
two crossed parallelepipeds placed one above the 
other, and the high one by a four-sided prism with 
a height of eight floors. Special emphasis is put on 
the concrete walls and the power poles, designed 
in flickering ribbed structure to create a sense of 
security and stability.

For the building itself the author states that it is his 
most beloved project in his career. The Historical 
Archive project has been exhibited in a number of 
exhibitions in the country and abroad.

HISTORICAL ARCHIVE
KOSTADINOVSKI’S MOST 
ENDEARING PROJECT

UL. MOSKOVSKA 1, SKOPJE
42.003102, 21.390746 
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The student dormitory “Goce Delchev” is located in 
the settlement Taftalidze, at the”Mitropolit Teodosij 
Gologanov” boulevard.

The construction of the facility was solemnly started 
on the Liberation Day of Skopje, November 13, 
1969. The building is part of the post-earthquake 
reconstruction of the capital, and similar to some of 
the other buildings from this period, it is designed 
and built in the recognizable style of brutalism. The 
facility was completed in 1973.

Its architect is Georgi Konstantinovski (1930),
a famous Macedonian architect and professor, 
author of a number of buildings in the country.

“GOCE DELCHEV”
STUDENT DORMITORY

UL. MOSKOVSKA, SKOPJE
41.999478, 21.390789 
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The facility has a capacity to accommodate 1200 
students, organized in 4 blocks each with housing 
capacity of 300 students. The dormitory contains 
single and double rooms, as well as a kitchen, 
restaurant, library, sports playground, park, etc.
The architecture of the building reflects the life of 
students with special dramatic details and features. 
The blocks are spaced at a certain distance, inserting 
the infinity symbol and forming a central courtyard. 
The atrium is partially open, fully defined by 
powerful bridge connectors between the high towers.
Konstantinovski’s student dormitory is a recognizable 
symbol of Skopje and brutalist architecture and 
as such is presented in many exhibitions and 
publications around the world.

Regarding his attitude towards architecture, 
professor Konstantinovski says: “The higher 
the cultural level of one society, the higher its 
architecture level. That is why the architect must 
know the architecture of the past civilizations in 
order to be able to locate himself in the time in 
which he creates”.
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The Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA) is another 
example of modern architecture in our capital.

In autumn 1963, a few months after the Skopje 
earthquake, a Panel started working on designing 
a work program for MoCA. The idea to establish 
the museum was born due to the large number of 
works of art donated to Skopje after the earthquake 
by international organizations, museums and 
individuals. According to Boris Petkovski, the first 
Head of the MoCA, in 1965 in Paris he met with Le 
Corbusier in order to invite him to be the author of 
the project, but the great architect could not accept 
this offer due to other engagements. 

As a result, in 1966 an international competition 
was announced in which 89 architectural designs 
were submitted. The project of “Warsaw Tigers” was 
selected - architects J. Mokrzynski, E. Wierzbicki and 
W. Klyzewski. Construction of the facility began on 
April 5, 1969, and the museum was inaugurated 
on November 13, 1970 - the Day of the Liberation 
in Skopje. The facility is a donation from the Polish 
Government.

MUSEUM OF 
CONTEMPORARY ART

THE WHITE SWAN ON THE PEACEFUL BANK 
OF SKOPJE

UL. SAMOILOVA BB, SKOPJE
42.003951, 21.432781 



At the suggestion of Polish architect and urban 
planner Adolf Ciborovski, the highest point of the 
Kale hill in the center of the Skopje valley was 
chosen as the location of the MoCA. On one hand, 
the chosen location opposed the past with its 
modern construction (as opposed to the medieval 
and Ottoman fortress in its immediate vicinity), and 
on the other, it brought forth a great similarity to the 
Athenian Acropolis.

The building of the MoCA consists of three 
connected buildings, housing halls for occasional 
exhibitions, space for permanent exhibition, a lecture 
hall, a library, an archive and other premises. The 
external area serves as a place for conducting 
various sculptural projects. The MoCA exhibits works 
by twentieth-century artists.

At the grand opening of the building in 1970, 
Academician Blaze Koneski said: “This kind of 
building makes you communicate with the world. It is 
not hidden in some Balkan alley, yet it stands upright 
to perceive the old an the new town of Skopje and 
the widespread areas surrounding it, in just one 
glance. Let this building standing as a white swan 
open its wings over the tranquil bank of the town of 
Skopje.”

44 45
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The author of the monument “Strength, Glory and 
Victory” is the famous Macedonian sculptor Jordan 
Grabuloski (1925 - 1986). It is a tribute to the victory 
over fascism. This concrete monument is 4 meters 
high and was erected in 1954. The monument is 
located at the Skopje Fortress commonly referred 
to as Kale, at what once was the Archaeological 
Museum, destroyed in the aftermath of the 
earthquake. Together with Iskra Grabuloska, he 
is the author of the famous monumental complex 
“Ilinden” - Krushevo.

THE MONUMENT 
“STRENGTH, GLORY 
AND VICTORY”

THE KEEPER OF THE SKOPJE FORTRESS

KALE, SKOPJE
42.000662, 21.432751
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As part of the general trend of construction of new 
buildings in brutalist style, after the earthquake in 
Skopje, several high schools were built in this style:
- Secondary Medical School in Skopje (author: Janko 
Konstantinov, 1970);
- High School “Nikola Karev” (author: Janko 
Konstantinov, 1968 - 70)
- High school “Orce Nikolov” (authors: Nikola 
Bogachev and Aleksandar Smilevski, 1969 - 71)
and others.

SCHOOLS
IN SKOPJE

UL. NIKOLA RUSINSKI 2, SKOPJE
42.004573, 21.400233
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UL. 50 DIVIZIJA 2A, SKOPJE
41.990876, 21.422933

BUL. ILINDEN 101, SKOPJE 
42.006231, 21.412440 
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The monument named “July 26” is located within the 
Butel Cemetery in Skopje.

It is dedicated to the victims of the earthquake in 
Skopje in 1963. The monument is made of concrete 
made visible for the public eye. It was completed in 
1965. The author of the monument is Georgi Gruin.

Although this monument may seem symmetrical 
at first glance, this is not the case. Compare the 
left and right sides of the monument. Through 
the applied shapes, as well as the use of cracks, 
the monument creates a feeling of instability and 
fragility directly alluding to the consequences of 
the earthquake in which 80% of the buildings were 
destroyed and more than 1000 people lost their 
lives. Here is their eternal home.

Commemorative related activities are regularly 
held here, referring to these tragic events strongly 
engraved in the memories of the people in Skopje.

AT 05:17
ON JULY 26, 1963

BUTEL GROBISTA, SKOPJE
42.033145, 21.436296
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UL. GANCHO HADZI PANZOV, VELES 
41.723164, 21.788925

Location
2 km from A1, 43 km from Skopje.

The memorial ossuary of the fallen partisans in Veles 
is located near the highway A1 “Friendship” and is 
an ideal opportunity for a road break.

History
The idea of building this grand monument dates 
back to the end of World War II. Part of the funds 
for its construction were collected from voluntary 
contributions. It is a tribute to 378 fallen fighters and 
209 victims of fascism from this area. This monument 
was founded in 1976, and completed in 1979. It was 
inaugurated on the Day of the Uprising, October 11, 
1979, by the President of the Association of Fighters 
of Yugoslavia, Costa Nagj. In November the same 
year, the remains of the fighters from Veles and 
surrounding communities were transferred from the 
church “St. Panteleimon” and placed in the memorial 
ossuary under the central symbol, representing a 
blossoming tree that symbolizes freedom. Here is the 
grave of the famous Macedonian poet Kocho Racin.

“MACEDONIAN
GUERNICA” ALONG 
THE A1 HIGHWAY

VELES
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Author/s 
Authors of the memorial ossuary are Savo Sugotin 
- architect, Ljubomir Denkovic - sculptor (1936) and 
Petar Mazev - painter (1927 - 1993).

Description
The building is made of reinforced concrete. Steep 
stairs lead to it. The shape of the monument itself 
is a poppy flower, at a point of bud-cracking, 
symbolizing the birth of something new, depicting 
the association of a cracked helmet - a symbol of 
defeated fascism. This was the notion of the two 
authors from Novi Sad: Denkovikj and Sugotin.

The interior art design is presented through Mazev’s 
mosaic which is one of the largest mosaic complexes 
in North Macedonia with over 220 square meters. It 
is made of natural and artificial stone from Venetian 
marble, in several colors, through which symbols 
and shapes can be distinguished. The composition 
comprises of five paintings through which the 
author depicts the history of the Macedonian 
people, starting from the Turkish period to the 
post-war Yugoslav period. More specifically, the 
five paintings present motifs of Turkish slavery 
(Turkish: Devshirme or “child levy”, “ blood tax” ), 
Veles in the interwar period as a stronghold of the 
Communist Party (predominantly red), the fascist 
occupation represented by a dominant helmet in the 
composition, the victory embodied in the shape of a 
woman with a raised hand and lastly the post-war 
development.

For many visitors, this mosaic is the “Macedonian 
Guernica”.
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UL. METODIJA DZUNOV DZIKO, KAVADARCI
41.432735, 22.022673

Location 
11 km from A1, 96 km from Skopje

The memorial ossuary in Kavadarci is a monument 
located near the highway “Friendship” (A1), raised 
to an altitude of 305 meters, within the City Park in 
Kavadarci where one can see the city’s panorama 
and the Tikvesh region. The building houses the 
remains of the fallen fighters and victims of fascism 
during the period of the People’s Liberation War 
(1941-1945) in the area.

History
The facility was opened on September 7, 1976 in 
honor of the 31st anniversary of the liberation of the 
city. Its construction resembles a Macedonian house 
fenced with walls 3 meters thick, with a pure and 
clear-cut architectural expression in natural concrete, 
an original representative of new brutalism at the 
time.

ETERNAL HOME FOR 
THE FIGHTERS FROM 
TIKVESH

 KAVADARCI
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Author/s 
The author of the building was Petar Mulichkoski 
(1929) a professor at the Faculty of Architecture
in Skopje, who was selected in a public competition.
He is also the author of the Government building,
as well as the National and University Library
“St. Kliment Ohridski” in Skopje.

Description
The lower enclosed part can be entered through two 
iron doors (south and north) depicting grapes at the 
front. The open part houses the gallery of heroes 
where about twenty marble plaques are placed 
with the names of the killed fighters in alphabetical 
order. The underground crypt contains the remains 
of the partisans, which were previously placed in the 
church of St. Dimitrija. There is also an amphitheatre 
for classes in History and other performances, as 
well as several concrete panels. During the 1990s, 
the remains were transferred to the Museum in 
Kavadarci due to the poor condition of the building. 
The closed upper part is entered through a staircase 
in the middle of the building that spirally leads 
upwards. This part with a height of 12 meters is 
inspired by the traditional Ohrid house. It is divided 
into two floors resembling verandas.

Built in concrete, the building is an expression 
of the author’s tendency to transform traditional 
architectural solutions into marks and tokens and 
the same are applied in the building in a form of a 
semantic sign - a symbol or ornament embedded 
in order to feel the continuity of the construction 
tradition. Modern world tendencies (especially 
constructivism and brutalism) in the architecture 
have greatly influenced Mulichkoski’s work.
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UL. 29 NOEMVRI, KICHEVO
41.512957, 20.966251

Location 
120 km from A1, 112 km from Skopje, 63 km from 
Ohrid.

Memorial ossuaries as buildings began to be built 
between the two world wars, and more intensely 
after World War II. Basically, they are a special type 
of tombs (chapels), usually with symbolic content and 
are shaped into monumental objects. During the 
above stated period memorials of this kind were built 
in several places in the country (Veles, Kavadarci, 
Strumica, Kichevo, etc.) The memorial ossuary in 
Kichevo is located in the center of the city, on the hill 
called Kitino Kale.

History
The facility was built in honor of the fallen fighters in 
the People’s Liberation War from the Kichevo region. 
Its construction was completed in 1968. The building 
houses the remains of 511 fighters (196 of whom 
are not from the Kichevo region), including national 
heroes Mirko Milevski and Ibe Palikukja.

MEMORIAL OSSUARY
IN KICHEVO
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Description
It is a building in a semi circular shape built of 
processed stone concrete, a roofed concrete slab 
on pillars and a widely arranged plateau. A bronze 
relief is placed on the wall of the Ossuary, made by 
the sculptor Jordan Grabuloski. It depicts motives 
of fights with the enemy, mourning the victims, and 
carrying the wounded.
 
Above the ossuary is a plateau overlooking the city 
and the wider landscape.

The Union of Fighters regularly celebrates the Day
of the Uprising by visiting the Memorial Ossuary
in Kichevo.

If you are visiting the building by car, keep in mind 
that the nearest parking lot is 5-10 minutes away
on foot.
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Location 
69 km from A1, 102 km from Skopje, 64 km from 
the border crossing “Delchevo”

The  Monument of Freedom is a grand monument 
dedicated to the fight for freedom of the Macedonian 
people from the Ilinden Uprising to the People’s 
Liberation War, located on Lokubija Hill in Kochani, 
at an altitude of 524 meters.

History
The construction of the monument began in 1975 
and was funded by the Assembly of the Municipality 
of Kochani and the citizens through a self-governing 
agreement. A public competition was announced 
in which a large number of authors from former 
Yugoslavia applied, and the panel selected the 
authors Radovan Ragjenovikj and Gligor Chemerski. 
The facility was inaugurated on the Republic’s Day - 
November 28, 1981.

Author/s 
Radovan Ragjenovic (1940) is a famous Macedonian 
architect, author of a number of buildings in the 
country, Russia, Ukraine and Iraq. Gligor Chemerski 
(1940 - 2016) was a renowned Macedonian painter 
and sculptor with impressive works of art for which 
he was awarded both in the country and abroad.
He was also a member of the Department of Arts
at MANU.

FORTRESS
OF FREEDOM
IN KOCHANI

UL. KIRIL I METODIJ, KOCHANI
41.918931, 22.407146 
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Description
The monument is a large complex of open wall 
structures placed around a central amphitheatre. 
The construction resembles the remains of a temple 
and is completely open to nature, forming an 
ambient whole with the surroundings and the wider 
horizon. The mosaics designed by Gligor Chemerski 
are placed on the walls - a total of nine, covering 
an area of 335 m2. The mosaics show significant 
moments of the liberation fight of the Macedonian 
people (the frieze depicts Freedom, resistance is 
presented through Ilinden, Revolution, altar of 
the victims, etc.). It is one of the largest mosaics 
in the country that impresses with the dynamic 
expression of colors and movement, as well as the 
abstract figures used. In the composition, Chemerski 
combines elements from Macedonian history, 
folklore, but also religious and mythical elements.
The space of the memorial complex is often used for 
various ceremonial events and performances, but it 
has often been the target of hooligans.

Meaning
Renowned Belgrade architect Bogdan Bogdanovic 
says of the Kocani Memorial Complex: “At a time 
when Europe and Yugoslavia thought everything 
was said on the subject of grand monuments, in 
Kochani new initiatives have occurred, linking the 
monumental art to ancient time, its preceding and 
succeeding period, to the present-day, recognizing 
not only the presence but also the future. “Master, 
you become a protomaster now.
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UL. NIKOLA KAREV 62, KRUSHEVO
41.376324, 21.247793 

Location
83 km from A1, 120 km from Ohrid, 135 km from 
Skopje.

The Ilinden monument, also known as Makedonium, 
is one of the most famous and complex monuments 
in the country. It is a tribute to the  Ilinden Uprising 
against the Turkish rule in 1903, as well as the 
First Session of ASNOM held in 1944, when the 
foundation of the free Macedonian state was 
established.

This monument is the embodiment of the centuries-
old war and aspiration of the Macedonian people 
and other communities for a free and independent 
state. It is located in the beautiful area of Krushevo 
at an altitude of 1,300 meters, at a location where 
the Krushevo Republic is considered to have been 
declared in 1903.

History
This cultural monument, protected by law, was 
opened on August 2, 1974, on the 30th anniversary 
of the First Session of ASNOM and the 71st 
anniversary of the Ilinden Uprising. The construction 
process began in 1968, when the Parliamentary 
Commission was formed, and on May 6, 1970, this 
conceptual design was selected from a total of eight 
submitted design works.

KRUSHEVO 
MAKEDONIUM
ONE OF THE 10 MOST UNIQUE BUILDINGS 
IN THE WORLD
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Authors
The authors of this monumental complex are 
the married couple Jordan (1925 - 1986) and 
Iskra Grabuloski (1936 - 2008). Some famous 
Macedonian painters also took part in designing 
the complex. Iskra was the daughter of the famous 
Macedonian post-war politician Boris Spirov. She 
studied in Skopje where she met Jordan, one of the 
most famous Macedonian sculptors and a participant 
in the People’s Liberation War. They have also 
become great partners in arts. It is interesting to note 
that while erecting the complex, there was tension 
between the authors who strived for an abstract and 
modernist approach, and the panel that favoured 
traditional and figurative components. An explicit 
conflict arose over the appearance of the reliefs 
inside the dome resulting in delay in the construction 
and at one point communication between Jordan 
and the panel completely ceased. Some of the 
authors’ ideas have not been accomplished, such as 
the construction of a multifunctional amphitheatre 
under the building and ambient lighting.
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Description
The complex covers an area of 12 hectares. It 
begins with the sculpture “Broken Chains”, which 
symbolizes freedom. Next is a crypt containing 
engraved 58 important persons, events and locations 
related to the Ilinden Uprising. Then follows an open 
amphitheatre surrounded by colourful mosaics, 
grand plastic designed by famous Macedonian 
painter Petar Mazev, right in front of the main 
building. The complex ends with a famous white 
dome, 12 meters high, which offers a view of the city 
of Krushevo and its surroundings.
Approaching the entrance of the dome, pay attention 
to the entrance door, which has a symbolic shape 
of the letter “M”. Inside the building there are eight 
reliefs grouped in two and symbolically dedicated 
to the key processes in the Macedonian liberation 
war during the Ilinden Uprising until the end of 
World War II. Moving from left to right 8 scenes 
are depicted: 1. Fertilization, 2. Embryo, 3. Fight 
for freedom, 4. The Republic of Krushevo Attacked 
5. Macedonia divided, 6. Partisan Fight during the 
Second World War, 7. Sunrise and 8. Macedonia 
-”The apple of discord”.
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Interior
The interior of the dome impresses with its four 
stained glass windows (the work of the famous 
Macedonian painter Borko Lazeski), as well as the 
eternal flame and the sounds of the oratorio “Sun of 
the Ancient Land” by Toma Proshev. There are four 
large windows in the building aimed at locations 
important for the Ilinden Uprising.
Since 1990, here lies the tomb of Nikola Karev, the 
president of the ten-day Krushevo Republic.

Meaning
The monument was displayed on the first series 
of Macedonian denars were released in 1992, 
in the aftermath of the country’s independence. 
Architectural Digest magazine listed this building 
in its 2016 list of seven stunning examples of 
brutalist architecture, and the Australian magazine 
Architecture & Design listed it as one of the 10 most 
unique buildings in the world.
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PARK NA REVOLUCIJATA, PRILEP
41.334025, 21.554609

Location
50 km from A1, 133 km from Skopje, 109 km from 
Ohrid.

“The Mound of the Unbeaten” is a memorial complex 
dedicated to the fallen fighters in the People’s 
Liberation War and is located in the Memorial Park 
of the Revolution in Prilep.

History
Prilep is of great importance for the People’s 
Liberation War, especially in the resistance towards 
the fascists. In this city, on October 11, 1941, the 
uprising against fascism began, a date that is 
celebrated as a national holiday in our country. 
More than 8,000 people from this area took part 
in the liberation war, more than 650 fighters were 
killed, 15 partisans were declared national heroes, 
and 141 were awarded the military decoration 
“Partisan Memorial - 1941”. The city also received 
the People’s Hero Order in 1975.

Author
The author of this memorial complex is the famous 
architect, professor and mayor of Belgrade Bogdan 
Bogdanovic (1922 - 2010). He is known for a 
number of memorials on the territory of the former 
Yugoslavia, including the “Stone flower” monument 
in the concentration camp in Jasenovac,  Croatia.

In 1960, the mayor of the city at that time began 
an initiative to build a memorial complex. The 
author was contacted by the authorities with a 
request to finish the facility in time to mark the 20th 
anniversary of the uprising against fascism,
and it was achieved. The building opened on 
October 11, 1961, and is one of works completed
in the fastest time span.

DANCE OF THE 
INVINCIBLE
IN PRILEP
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Description
The monument has a semicircular shape with an 
inner part paved with white marble tiles. The names 
of 462 fallen fighters from this area are written in 
alphabetical order on the monument, and their 
remains are in the crypt. Eight marble urns (made of 
reknown Prilep marble - Sivec, 3 to 5 meters high) 
rise in the atrium, which, according to some authors, 
symbolize the formation of partisan detachments and 
their transformation into larger military formations. 
The biggest urn with the symbol of eternal flame 
manifests the invincibility of the Macedonian people. 
According to other authors, the eight monoliths are a 
composition of dancers who play around the higher 
figure “goddess” in the rhythm of the traditional 
Macedonian dance.

Paved cascading path leads to the monument. At its 
very beginning on the left side the memorial busts of 
the heroes from this area can be noticed.

It is important to note that the author of the 
composition does not include flags, eternal fire or 
pentacles which as symbols were very common 
during this period, thus achieving communication 
with visitors outside the ideological framework he 
supports.

The Mound of the unbeaten is shown on the coat of 
arms of the city of Prilep.
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UL. KIRIL I METODIJ, STRUMICA
41.431736, 22.635247
 

Location
34 km from A1, 143 km from Skopje

The memorial ossuary is located on the hill 
Samoranica in Strumica.

Located at an altitude of 327 meters, the Memorial 
is the eternal home of the fallen fighters of the 
People’s Liberation War from this area. Among 
others, this ossuary is the eternal home to the 
remains of Blagoj Jankov - Mucheto, Geras Cunev, 
Sando Masev, Vasil Surchev, Kiro Abrashev.

History
The construction of the facility began in 1979 and it 
is opened on the Fighter’s Day, July 4, 1982, when 
the relics were transferred.

Author
The author of this monument is Blagoj Kolev (1930), 
a professor at the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje 
and author of several modernist-style buildings, 
including the Nova Makedonija building and 
Stopanska Banka in Skopje.

Description
The monument is made of white marble. Brown 
marble sarcophagus lies in the middle of the wide 
plateau built as a concept of an open amphitheater, 
and the marble canvases are in the form of broken 
chains, representing the notion of broken slavery. At 
the entrance of the hall, the verse by Koce Solunski’s 
is engraved reading: “Homeland you ignited the fire, 
solidified ancient foundations, arched restless space, 
in the core of your heart”.

THE FIREPLACE OF 
THE HOMELAND
IN STRUMICA
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Location
44 km from Skopje, 48 km from A1

The monument “Victory” is located in the center of 
Tetovo. Among the locals, this monument is also 
known as the “Monument to the Revolution” or the 
“Monument to the Woman Fighter”.

History
Tetovo was the last liberated city on the territory 
of our country. A competition was announced for 
the construction of the monument, in which Borka 
Avramova’s conceptual design won. Borka Avramova 
(1924 - 1993) was born in Tetovo and graduated 
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb. Avramova 
is the first Macedonian academic sculptor who 
organized her first solo exhibition of sculptures 
in 1954 in Skopje, which was also the first solo 
exhibition of a woman artist in the country.

The monument was built in 1961 and was placed 
in front of the then building of the Municipality of 
Tetovo. In 1965, this building was demolished and 
replaced by the House of Culture.

Description
The monument consists of a female figure and a 
relief composition with a motif from the people’s 
liberation war in the Second World War. The female 
figure is cast in bronze in full growth and with a 
standing posture, placed on a bearing concrete 
girder. The work is characterized by simplicity and 
modesty, and is performed in a modern form, 
without classical anatomical proportions, which 
characterizes Avramova’s work.

VICTORY IN THE LAST 
LIBERATED CITY
TETOVO

UL. MARSAL TITO, TETOVO
42.009367, 20.972354 
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Meaning
According to Miodrag Kolaric, “similar to Ivana 
Kobilica in Slovenian and Nadezhda Petrovic in 
Serbian art, Borka Avramova has already shown 
her breathtaking power of expression and piercing 
sculptural temperament in her first performance. 
Not at first glance, since breaking through the 
tangled intertwining of modern stylistic and thematic 
comprehension, it imprinted its model and its 
material with a fine, very sensitive and poetic way 
of profiling, stepping out of the objective world only 
to the extent to find its definite and logical stylistic 
continuation.“ This work is present in many Yugoslav 
sculpture publications.

If you are traveling to Ohrid, this monument
is an ideal road station.
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Location
76 km from Skopje, 41 km from A1

The memorial complex of the fallen fighters in the 
Revolution is located on the eastern side of the Stip 
Fortress. It is dedicated to the partisans who died in 
World War II.

History
During the sixties of the last century, an initiative was 
launched for the construction of an adequate facility 
to remember the fallen fighters from Stip. The well-
known Belgrade architect Bogdan Bogdanovic (1922 
- 2010), who is also the author of the Mound of the 
Unbeaten in Prilep, won the announced competition.
The construction of this memorial complex lasted 
5 years and it was officially opened on the 30th 
anniversary of the liberation of the city of Stip 
(November 8, 1974).

HOLY PLACE
AT THE ISAR
IN STIP

ISAR, SHTIP
41.737779, 22.186461
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Description
The monument is set on a specific terrain. It covers 
two plateaus connected by steep stairs. On the lower 
plateau there are 3 marble pillars (with a height 
of about 3 meters) grouped in a kind of symbolic 
entrance gate. Climbing to the upper plateau, on 
the left and right sides of the stairs you can see the 
names of some of the fighters who lost their lives. 
On the upper plateau there are 12 monuments 
(monoliths) of white marble, with a height of about 
2 meters, shaped in various geometric ornaments - 
rosettes. They were placed around a stone urn with a 
similar height. Underneath the urn lies the crypt with 
the remains of the fighters.

The monoliths are similar, but contain different 
elements and symbols. There are several views 
regarding the symbolism of this composition. If you 
look at the top of the monuments, you will notice 
that they end in a specific horn-like shape that some 
authors associate with the Minoan civilization (the 
oldest European civilization on the island of Crete) 
where these forms indicated that the place was 
sacred. There are also many views on the symbols in 
the middle of the monuments (the sun as a symbol 
of our country, elements reminiscent of a filigree, 
figurative poppy flower, but also a view that the 
monuments are one-eyed Cyclops, as the most 
destructive force of nature and a symbol of fascism).

This space offers a beautiful view of the city and the 
wider area. It is used for commemorative events, but 
has often been the target of hooligans.
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BASIC
INFORMATION
Official name: Republic of North Macedonia

Area: 25,713 km2

Population: 2,022,547 (2002)

Capital: Skopje

Airports: Skopje International Airport and 
St. Paul the Apostle - Ohrid

Currency: denar (exchange rate: 1 euro = 61.5 denars)

Language: Macedonian language and Cyrillic alphabet 
as well as the language spoken by at least 20% of the 
citizens (Albanian language) and its alphabet, according 
to the Law. Other communities in the country also speak 
Turkish, Serbian, Romani and Vlach. 

Religion: about 65% of the population belong to the 
Orthodox Christian religion; about 33% - Muslim, the rest 
- Catholics, Protestants, Jews, etc.

State holidays: January 1 (New Year), January 7 
(Christmas), Easter and the second day of Easter, May 1 
(Labor Day), May 24 (St. Cyril and Methodius - Slavonic 
Enlighteners’ Day), the first day of Ramazan Bajram, 
2 August (Republic Day), 8 September (Independence 
Day), 11 October (People’s Uprising Day), 23 October 
(Macedonian Revolutionary Struggle Day) and 8 December 
(St. Clement of Ohrid).

National parks: Pelister, Mavrovo and Galicica

Working hours: state institutions (Monday - Friday, from 
8:30 to 16:30), private businesses Monday - Friday, from 
8:30 to 20:00, Saturday from 09:00 to 15:00). The shops 
in the tourist places of the season, as well as big shopping 

centers, are open on Sundays as well.
Important numbers
Country call number +389
Police 192
Fire Brigade 193
Ambulance 194
Regional Crisis Management Center 195
AMSM roadside assistance 196
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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
This guide was prepared within the project “Monuments 
and Brutalist Architecture in North Macedonia: Promoting 
Tourism in Support of Local Development” implemented 
by the Institute for Strategic Research and Education (ISIE) 
in Skopje. The main goal of the project is to boost local 
development by mapping locations and developing a new 
and authentic tour that domestic and foreign tourists will 
be able to experience by using new innovative tools for 
tourist promotion.

Disclaimer: This publication was produced through a 
grant provided by the Regional Cooperation Council’s 
Tourism Development and Promotion Project, funded by 
the European Union. Its contents are the sole responsibility 
of  the Institute for Strategic Research and Education 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Regional 
Cooperation Council or the European Union.




